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Pakistan vows to challenge 
India over Kashmir’s move

ISLAMABAD: Pakistani Prime Minister Imran
Khan vowed yesterday to challenge at the UN
security council India’s decision to strip
Kashmir of its special autonomy, and demanded
action from the international community as ten-
sions soared between the nuclear-armed rivals.
Khan gave a forceful rebuke of Prime Minister
Narenda Modi’s decision Monday to scrap the
special status granted to the Indian-ruled part
of Kashmir from India’s constitution in front of a
joint-session of parliament in Islamabad. 

“I want to make it clear that we will fight
this issue on every forum, (including) at the
UN security council,” said Khan, who also
promised to also raise the issue with heads of
state and take the matter to the International
Criminal Court. Khan demanded action from
the global community as he accused Modi of
blatantly violating international law in pursuit
of an anti-Muslim agenda in India. 

“If the world does not act today... (if) the
developed world does not uphold its own
laws, then things will go to a place that we will
not be responsible for,” Khan added. The
prime minister’s remarks came shortly after
Pakistan’s military announced it “firmly
stands” by Kashmiris following a meeting by
the army’s top commanders in the garrison
city of Rawalpindi to discuss the move by

India, which is also set to exacerbate the
long-running bloody rebellion in Kashmir. 

“Pakistan Army firmly stands by the
Kashmiris in their just struggle to the very
end. We are prepared and shall go to any
extent to fulfill our obligations in this regard,”
General Qamar Javed Bajwa said, in a tweet
sent by a military spokesman after the meet-
ing. Spokesman Major General Asif Ghafoor
said commanders “fully supported” the civil-
ian government’s rejection of India’s move.
“Pakistan never recognized the sham Indian
efforts to legalize its occupation” of the dis-
puted mountainous region, he added.

Yesterday, an estimated 500 people
demonstrated in Muzaffarabad, the largest
city in Pakistani-held Kashmir, with more
protests expected in major cities across the
country. Pakistani lawmakers also began a
session of parliament to discuss a possible
response to Delhi’s move. The breathtaking
Himalayan region of Kashmir has been disput-
ed by India and Pakistan since independence
in 1947. They have fought two of their three
wars over the former principality.

Earlier this year they came close to war yet
again, after a militant attack in Indian-held
Kashmir in February was claimed by a group
based in Pakistan, igniting tit-for-tat air

strikes. For three decades the Indian-adminis-
tered part has been in the grip of an insur-
gency that has left tens of thousands dead.
Armed Kashmiri rebels and many residents
have fought for the Muslim majority region’s
independence or to join neighbor Pakistan.

Ahead of the announcements, tens of thou-
sands of extra Indian troops were deployed in
the territory, and a security lockdown was
imposed overnight Sunday. All telecommuni-
cations have been cut there since. Editorials
and social media in Pakistan were buzzing
yesterday over Modi’s decision, with the
English daily Dawn running a large headline
on its front page reading: “New Delhi sheds
fig leaf, robs held Kashmir of special status”.

Refugees fearful 
Meanwhile, refugees in Pakistani-held

Kashmir voiced fears for relatives still on the
other side of the disputed Himalayan border
Monday after India abolished the Muslim-
majority region’s special autonomy, raising
fears of fresh violence. Many of the roughly
250 people in the Manak Paiyan refugee camp
near Muzaffarabad, the largest city in
Pakistani-held Kashmir, fled fighting in the
1990s but still have family on the other side of
the Line of Control, the de facto border slicing

through the heavily militarized region. For
decades they have communicated mainly by
telephone, and more recently with video and
WhatsApp calls. But India cut off telecommu-

nications and imposed a security lockdown on
the territory late Sunday, ahead of the deci-
sion to strip Kashmir of the special status it
has held for seven decades. — Agencies

Refugees in Pakistan fearful after India abolishes Kashmir autonomy

SYDNEY: A former Australian spy announced a surprise
guilty plea yesterday for exposing an alleged 2004 bug-
ging operation against East Timor officials, after years of
fighting the charges. Lawyers for the former agent,
known only as “Witness K”, told a Canberra court he
would plead guilty to blowing the whistle on the spying
operation against the newly independent government of
East Timor, national broadcaster ABC said.

The man’s lawyer, Bernard Collaery, who was
charged with conspiring to violate the secrecy act with
his client, said he would continue to fight the charges.
The case against Witness K and Collaery became pub-
lic a year ago, when they were charged with breaching
the Intelligence Services Act for divulging details of an
alleged operation to bug East Timor’s cabinet rooms
during negotiations over an oil and gas treaty and mar-
itime boundary.

The protracted row over the maritime border-with
billions of dollars in offshore gas revenue at stake-was
finally resolved in March 2018 and Australia’s parlia-
ment ratified the deal just last week. East Timor, which
gained independence from Indonesian occupation in
2002, is impoverished and depends heavily on oil and
gas exports. In 2006, it signed a maritime treaty with
Australia which covered the vast Greater Sunrise gas
field between the two nations, which has an estimated
worth of between US$40-50 billion.

But East Timor’s government in Dili then accused
Australia of spying for commercial advantage and
demanded the treaty be ripped up. Witness K was key
for East Timor in the case, which Dili finally dropped in
June 2015 after Australia returned sensitive documents,
leading to the dispute’s eventual resolution. Australia’s
hardline stance in the dispute with its impoverished
neighbor damaged the country’s reputation, and
Collaery suggested the charges against him and his
client were politically motivated. “This is a very deter-
mined push to hide dirty political linen... in the guise
now of national security imperatives,” Collaery, a for-
mer attorney-general for the Australian Capital
Territory which includes Canberra, said outside court.
He expressed sympathy for Witness K’s decision to
plead guilty rather than continue the six-year fight
against the charges. “I have great empathy for Witness
K and the struggle that Witness K has gone through
spiritually, mentally and physically,” he said. — AFP

Aussie ex-spy offers 
surprise guilty plea 

N Korea threatens 
to tests fires more 
weapons 
SEOUL: North Korea threatened yesterday to carry
out more weapons tests after it fired its fourth pair of
projectiles in less than two weeks following the start
of joint exercises between the US and the South. The
rising temperature on the peninsula threatens to
derail putative negotiations between Pyongyang and
Washington, with the North saying the combined
drills were a “flagrant violation” of the process. 

Pyongyang has always been infuriated by military
exercises between the South and US, seeing them as
rehearsals for invasion, but in the past it has tended to
avoid carrying out missile tests while the war games
were taking place. The speed of its statement yester-
day was also unusual, coming within an hour of the
launch, rather than the more normal day later. 

The North fired “two projectiles that are assumed
to be short-range ballistic missiles” from South
Hwanghae province on its west coast, Seoul’s Joint
Chiefs of Staff said in a statement. They flew around
450 kilometers across the peninsula and into the East
Sea, also known as the Sea of Japan, reaching an alti-
tude of 37 kilometers and a speed of “at least Mach
6.9”, the South’s military said.

That puts them around the middle of the range of
projectiles that have been fired by the North four
times in the past 12 days. Seoul has said all were likely
to be short-range ballistic missiles — the North is
banned from ballistic missile launches under UN
Security Council resolutions — while Pyongyang has
described some as a “large-calibre multiple-launch
guided rocket system” or “tactical guided weapon”.

The latest launch came after the South Korean and
US militaries began mainly computer-simulated joint
exercises on Monday to test Seoul’s ability to take
operational control in wartime. Less than an hour
after the North’s weapons test, an official of its for-
eign ministry said the drills were “an undisguised
denial and a flagrant violation” of the diplomatic
process between Pyongyang, Washington and Seoul.

All joint drills between the South and the US were
“aggressive war exercises simulating the surprise and
preemptive attack on the DPRK”, the spokesperson
said in a statement carried by the official KCNA news
agency. “So we are compelled to develop, test and
deploy the powerful physical means essential for
national defense,” the official added. “The US and
south Korean authorities cannot counter this even
though they have 10 mouths.”

The North attacked its neighbor in 1950, trigger-
ing the Korean War, but has long argued it needs
nuclear weapons to defend itself against invasion
from the US. Park Won-gon, an international relations
professor at Handong Global University, said more
missile launches during the joint exercises were
“highly likely”. If dialogue resumed later, he added, “it
can use these missile tests to pressure Seoul and
Washington”.  “The problem is that South Korea and
the US virtually haven’t responded at all to these
recent launches, allowing Pyongyang to test as many
times as they want,” he said. US President Donald
Trump last week downplayed the North’s launches,
saying the North’s leader Kim Jong Un would not
want to “disappoint” him. — AFP

Trump orders
freeze on all
Venezuelan 
govt assets 
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump
on Monday ordered a freeze on all
Venezuelan government assets in the
United States and barred transactions with
its authorities, in Washington’s latest move
against President Nicolas Maduro. The
announcement came a day ahead of a
major conference in Lima on the
Venezuelan crisis, where the US delegation
is set to announce “sweeping steps”
against the regime in Caracas. Trump took
the step “in light of the continued usurpa-
tion of power by Nicolas Maduro and per-
sons affiliated with him, as well as human
rights abuses,” according to the order.

The Wall Street Journal said the move
was the first against a Western Hemisphere
government in over 30 years, and imposes
restrictions on Caracas similar to those
faced by North Korea, Iran, Syria and
Cuba. Asked last week if he was consider-
ing a “blockade or quarantine” of
Venezuela, Trump responded: “Yes, I am.”
In Lima, the high-powered US delegation,
including Trump’s National Security
Advisor John Bolton and commerce secre-
tary Wilbur Ross, is expected to outline
further punitive measures. Bolton

described those steps as “sweeping... with
a lot of potential consequences.”

Trump’s asset freeze order affects “all
property and interests in property of the
Government of Venezuela that are in the
United States, that hereafter come within
the United States, or that are or hereafter
come within the possession or control of
any United States person.” These assets
“are blocked and may not be transferred,
paid, exported, withdrawn, or otherwise
dealt in.” The measure also bars transac-
tions with Venezuelan authorities whose
assets are blocked.

It prohibits “the making of any contribu-
tion or provision of funds, goods, or servic-
es by, to, or for the benefit of any person
whose property and interests in property
are blocked pursuant to this order,” as well
as “the receipt of any contribution or provi-
sion of funds, goods, or services from any
such person.” Venezuelan opposition leader
Juan Guaido, who is recognized as interim
president by the US and dozens of other
countries, tweeted his approval of the move,
saying it “seeks to protect Venezuelans”
from Maduro’s “dictatorship.” “Those who
support it, benefiting from the hunger and
pain of Venezuelans, should know that it has
consequences,” Guaido said.

Stalled efforts 
Guaido earlier this year declared him-

self interim president in a bid to oust
Maduro. But the socialist leader has
refused to yield, and in the executive order
Trump blamed Maduro’s government for
“ongoing attempts to undermine” Guaido
and the opposition-controlled National

Assembly, which he leads. Guaido’s efforts
have meanwhile stalled despite the interna-
tional support and widespread discontent
with Maduro, who has been able to cling to
power with the backing of the country’s
security forces. The two sides began negoti-
ating in Norway in May, with the most recent
round of talks opening last week in
Barbados. Both Guaido and Maduro have
“reiterated their willingness” to resolve the
political crisis, mediator Norway has said, but
the talks have produced no resolution yet.

The parties have in the past laid out
starkly opposing positions, with Guaido
and the opposition calling Maduro a
“usurper” and accusing him of having
rigged the 2018 poll that saw him re-elect-
ed. They want him to stand down so new

elections can be held. Maduro has refused
to resign and says the negotiations must
lead to “democratic coexistence” and an
end to what he describes as an attempted
“coup” orchestrated by the United States.
Despite the loss of momentum, Guaido
remains the greatest threat to Maduro,
even though the National Assembly has
been effectively rendered powerless by
Caracas. The oil-rich, cash-poor country
has been in a deep recession for five years.
Shortages of food and medicine are fre-
quent, and public services are progressive-
ly failing. Around a quarter of Venezuela’s
30 million-strong population needs aid,
according to the United Nations, while 3.3
million people have left the country since
the start of 2016. — AFP

The key dates 
in Kashmir’s 
bloody history
NEW DELHI: India’s Hindu-nationalist government on
Monday revoked Kashmir’s special autonomy status under the
constitution, sparking fears of increased bloodshed in the
region contested by nuclear rival Pakistan. Here is a timeline of
major political and armed conflicts in the disputed Himalayan
region where more than 70,000 people have been killed.

1947-1949
Hindu-majority India and Muslim-majority Pakistan are

created after obtaining independence from British colonial
rule. The former Himalayan kingdom of Kashmir is divided
between the two nations, and they almost immediately go to
war for total control of the territory. A UN-backed ceasefire
line agreed by the two nations in July 1949 becomes a de
facto frontier which remains today.

1953
Jammu and Kashmir prime minister Sheikh Abdullah is

dismissed and imprisoned by New Delhi for almost 11 years
over his support of the region’s independence. He eventually
returns to power in 1975 to become the state’s first chief min-
ister after partition.

1957
The constitution of Jammu and Kashmir comes into force,

and gives the state a special position in India’s union.

1965-66
Pakistan launches a war against India for control of

Kashmir. It ends inconclusively after a ceasefire brokered by
the then Soviet Union.

1971-72
A new India-Pakistan war leads to the splitting away of

East Pakistan, which becomes the independent state of
Bangladesh. Following the conflict, the two nations sign the
Simla Agreement and the ceasefire line becomes known as
the Line of Control.

1984
Maqbool Bhat, the founder of a leading political separatist

group the Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF), is hanged
in a New Delhi jail for murdering an intelligence officer.

1989-90
A Muslim uprising breaks out against Indian rule in Indian

Kashmir, inflaming tensions with Pakistan. New Delhi impos-
es direct rule. Tens of thousands of Kashmiri Hindus - known

as Pandits - flee to Hindu-dominated areas of the disputed
region and other parts of India in the wake of an armed
insurgency.

1996
State assembly elections are held for the first time in sev-

en years, but the contentious poll is marred by allegations of
coercion by New Delhi. It followed elections in 1987 that
were marred by graft and foreshadowed an armed rebellion
against Indian rule.

1999
Infiltrators from Pakistan raid Indian Kashmir’s Kargil sec-

tor, sparking a six-week conflict leading to the deaths of
1,000 combatants on both sides. The battle ends under US
pressure. The two nations agree to the 1999 Lahore declara-
tion that called for a negotiated settlement of all issues,
including Kashmir.

2001-03
A summit between the Indian PM and Pakistani president

in the northern India city of Agra collapses over the issue of
Kashmir. A new series of attacks in 2001 and 2002 lead to a
new mobilization of Indian and Pakistani troops at the de-
facto border. In November 2003 Pakistan declares a unilater-
al ceasefire along the Line of Control, leading to an inconclu-
sive peace process the following year.

2008
The state government plans to hand over a plot of land to

a trust managing an annual pilgrimage, sparking separatist
claims of a Hindu takeover and anti-India protests. The trans-
fer is later rescinded.

2010
A bloody uprising over the death of three civilians sees

more than a hundred killed in street protests.

2016
The killing of a popular rebel leader sparks months of

street protests that leave more than a hundred dead. Later in
the year, an assault on an army base in Kashmir near to the
border kills 18 soldiers, in what is the worst rebel attack in
the region for 15 years. India says its special commandos car-
ried out a series of lightning strikes along the border with
Pakistan in Kashmir, a claim Pakistan denied.

2019
New Delhi vows retaliation after at least 40 paramilitaries

are killed in a suicide attack in Indian Kashmir, which it
blames on a Pakistan-based militant group. The attack
prompts tit-for-tat air strikes between the two nuclear-
armed nations, taking them to the brink of war. On August 5,
the Indian government revokes Kashmir’s special status,
stripping it of the significant autonomy it has enjoyed for
seven decades. — AFP 

PYONGYANG: Travelers stand before an Air Koryo air-
craft at Pyongyang airport. Washington has revoked
visa-free entry rights to the United States for foreign-
ers who have visited North Korea in the past eight
years, potentially dealing a new blow to the isolated
country’s nascent tourist industry. — AFP 

KASHMIR: A woman walks on a deserted street during a curfew in Srinagar yesterday. India’s
home affairs minister has hailed “historic” legislation to bring Kashmir under its direct control, as
New Delhi stepped up its clampdown on dissent in the restive Muslim-majority region. — AFP 

LA GUAIRA: Venezuela’s President Nicolas Maduro applauds in the port of La Guaira,
Venezuela. — AFP 


